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Outline
• Hidden Markov Models: Viterbi algorithm

Reading:
• Jones and Pevzner: Chapters 11.1-11.3
• Lecture notes
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CpG Islands
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Question: Given four nucleotides Σ = 𝐴, 𝑇, 𝐶, 𝐺 , what is the 
probability of observing dinucleotide 𝐶𝐺?



CpG Islands
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Question: Given four nucleotides Σ = 𝐴, 𝑇, 𝐶, 𝐺 , what is the 
probability of observing dinucleotide 𝐶𝐺?

𝐶𝐺 is least observed dinucleotide as 𝐶 is easily methylated and has 
tendency to mutate into a 𝑇 afterwards



CpG Islands
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• Methylation is suppressed around promoter 
regions of genes in a genome. So CG appears 
at relatively high frequency within these CpG 
island.
• Finding CpG islands in a genome is an 

important problem for annotating genes and 
regulatory regions.



CpG Islands
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• Methylation is suppressed around promoter 
regions of genes in a genome. So CG appears 
at relatively high frequency within these CpG 
island.
• Finding CpG islands in a genome is an 

important problem for annotating genes and 
regulatory regions.

Question: How do we identify CpG islands?



A Related Problem: Fair Bet Casino
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CpG Islands and Fair Bet Casino
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Question: Given 𝐱, what is 
more likely: 𝛑 or 𝛑′?
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Where is the professor?
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Three Questions
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Question 1: 
What is the most probable path 𝛑* that generated observations 𝐱?

Question 2: 
What is probability of observations 𝐱 generated by any path 𝛑?

Question 3: 
What is the probability of observation 𝑥! generated by state 𝑠?
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What is probability of observations 𝐱 generated by any path 𝛑?
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Joint Probability
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Recurrence
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Alignment vs. Decoding Problem



Viterbi Algorithm
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Viterbi Algorithm – Numerical Issues
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Value of products can become extremely small, leading to underflow

v[s, i] =

(
a0,s · es,x1 , if i = 1,

es,xi maxt2Q{v[t, i� 1]at,s}, if i > 1.



Viterbi Algorithm – Numerical Issues
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Value of products can become extremely small, leading to underflow

Use logarithms!

v[s, i] =

(
a0,s · es,x1 , if i = 1,

es,xi maxt2Q{v[t, i� 1]at,s}, if i > 1.

log(v[s, i]) =

(
log(a0,s) + log(es,x1), if i = 1,

log(es,xi) + maxt2Q{log(v[t, i� 1]) + log(at,s)}, if i > 1.



Fair Bet Casino: Example
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v[s, i] =

(
a0,s · es,x1 , if i = 1,

es,xi maxt2Q{v[t, i� 1]at,s}, if i > 1.



10X Genomics: Synthetic Long Reads
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Copy Number Variation
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Measuring Copy Number Variants
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Segmentation and Copy Number Calling
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Segmentation and Copy Number Calling
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Summary
• Markov property – Current state depends only on previous state
• Hidden Markov Models: states are not given only emitted symbols
• Viterbi algorithm: Find the most likely sequence of states given a set of 

observations

Reading:
• Jones and Pevzner: Chapters 11.1-11.3
• Lecture notes
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